Lies Women Believe: And The Truth
That Sets Them Free
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Counter the lies that keep you from abundant living.Satan is the master deceiver and his lies are
endless.Â And the lies Christian women believe are at the root of most of their struggles.Â "Many
women live under a cloud of personal guilt and condemnation," says Nancy Leigh DeMoss. "Many
are in bondage to their past.Â Others are gripped by fear of rejection and a longing for
approval.Â Still others are emotional prisoners."In best selling Lies Women Believe, Nancy exposes
those areas of deception most commonly believed by Christian womenâ€”lies about God, sin,
priorities, marriage and family, emotions, and more.Â She then sheds light on how we can be
delivered from bondage and set free to walk in God's grace, forgiveness, and abundant life. Nancy
offers the most effective weapon to ounter and overcome Satan's deceptions: God's truth!
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Let me begin by saying that there are some good points in this book, but it is so filled with
misunderstanding of scripture, legalism, and false teaching that I cannot recommend it. First of all,
the author has little or no qualifications to write this book with any authority: she is not a Bible
scholar and even more ironic, she is not married and has zero experience on the subject.Some lies
that she promotes in the book:--Women are inferior and more likely to sin than men. If you are a
woman, don't work because you might hear some bad language or get tempted to cheat. Never
mind that you husband probably faces this everyday.--Women should submit to their husbands to
the point of being a doormat, even if they are being abused. Outrageous! She needs to study the
Greek and Hebrew words and she would find out that we are called to "mutually submit to one

another" which she conveniently leaves out, as well as wives submit to your husbands. The
meaning of submit used there is NOT the same as used for submitting to God. It is about mutual
respect and accountability. A husband and wife are equal and in a partnership. If one person is
allowing the other to act disrespectfully or wrongly--you are not being the helpmate you are
supposed to be. I have seen numerous examples of women who believed this lie of being a
doormat with tragic results for both husband and wife. It is not godly in any way, but women have
been brainwashed for centuries and sadly, it still continues.--That women should not use birth
control and have as many babies as their body will pump out, regardless of the woman's health,
ability to care for the children, or God's calling on her life. This teaching is so egregious I find myself
in disbelief.

Let me say first that I'm a wife (married 15 months) and a Christian woman. I was given this book by
a relative as a wedding gift, and because I respect her views, I went ahead and read through the
book. I don't like to be negative, but this book is so dangerous to women that I felt compelled to
show potential readers what you're getting into.Perhaps her most horrific claim had to do with the
situation of spousal abuse (a term which she limits to physical abuse; emotional abuse is apparently
irrelevant):"There are extreme situations where an obedient wife may need to remove herself and/or
her children from proximity to her husband, if to remain in that setting would be to place themselves
in physical danger. However, even in such a case, a woman can -- and must -- maintain an attitude
of reverence for her husband's position; her goal is not to belittle or resist him as her husband but,
ultimately, to see God restore him to obedience. If she provokes or worsens the situation through
her attitudes, words, or behavior, she will interfere with what God wants to do in her husband's life
and will not be free to claim God's protection and intervention on her behalf." (p.149)DeMoss is
saying that abused women should stay with their husbands in all but the most extreme cases,
avoiding "belittling" the man who is actively harming her. Moreover, if she has any kind of negative
attitude about the fact that she's being abused, then she "will not be free to claim God's protection."
This dangerous doctrine means that not only should women continue to live in harmful situations,
but they are encouraged to blame themselves for "provoking" that abuse.
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